
This is not simply about your IT, it is about your future business.

HYBRID  CLOUD 

On-Demand IT. Scalable, Secure, Simple.
In today’s fast-paced business world, organisations need increased reliability, choice and simplified  
IT management to be more productive and efficient, and drive the delivery of better business results.

Maximising your IT performance and reducing your 
purchasing and maintenance costs.

The adoption of hybrid cloud solutions is increasingly becoming a key strategic 
model for leading organisations. With year on year growth, momentum 
continues to build as companies recognise the advantages delivered by cloud 
technologies to support sustainable business growth.

Hybrid cloud solutions from Insight allow organisations to move at their own 
pace, aligning IT services to business requirements.

Discover more about  
Insight Hybrid Cloud

email: info.UK@insight.com 
call: 0800 333 333

Cost savings – Cloud services allow organisations to align capacity with business 

requirements. By optimising on premise resources, companies can drive significant  

cost savings by using cloud, pay-as-you-go models.

Competitive advantage – Cloud services provide instant access to resources.  

On-demand IT supports innovation and allows businesses to quickly respond to  

new opportunities.

Business Continuity & Security – The delivery of services across ‘on’ and ‘off premise’ 

facilities ensure IT services are always available and secure.

Simplify management – By accessing the open standards used by many cloud 

providers, organisations can easily extend their existing management protocols to 

services delivered from the cloud.

Enable the modern workplace – Applications are increasingly being delivered as 

‘mobile-first’, allowing users to access data “anytime, anywhere on any device”.  

Insight Hybrid Cloud creates significant efficiencies by removing the major IT headache 

of employees using multiple alternative technologies to gain access to data when they 

need it.

“IDC sees cloud getting 
more complex.  

We forecast that over  
60% of enterprises will  

use hybrid cloud as 
standard in 2015.”

Chris Ingle, Vice President  
Consulting, IDC



Easily fulfil your organisation’s unique strategic objectives by increasing IT response and focus,  
and rapidly embracing new technologies, with Insight Hybrid Cloud products and services. 
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Using a combination of private and public cloud services and technologies, our experts will ensure you have the best-fit solution for your 

organisation across the full range of business functions and resources  - wherever you are in your cloud journey.  We’ll help you extend and 

enhance your cloud capabilities, integrate with your current IT infrastructure to provide a reliable, secure, consistent platform that will allow 

you to benefit from rapid access to increased resources and applications. 

Insight Hybrid Cloud cleverly combines the best software, hardware and services into packaged 
management and deployment solutions: Private Cloud, Infrastructure as a Service, Platform as a Service

Discover more about Insight Hybrid Cloud - email: info.UK@insight.com call: 0800 333 333

Three step approach to Insight Hybrid Cloud
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Expertise with Cloud

Depending on your needs and resources, Insight can provide a complete end-to-end solution or support you with the right advice and 

guidance for accessing services from the cloud.

Step 1: Get ready - Benchmark your goals, identify business value, identify your gaps, build a plan, test & approve – Insight offer workshops, 

assessments and proof of concepts to help you get started.

Step 2: Get productive – Insight works in partnership with both global and local providers to deliver a portfolio of hybrid cloud solutions.  

We help businesses to define policies and frameworks - maximising the effectiveness of the private cloud, and enabling secure access to 

hybrid cloud services. 

Step 3: Get supported – Once you are up and running, Insight and its extended partner network can help you maintain your hybrid cloud 

portfolio, including: health checks, support & maintenance and enabling business continuity

Whatever your business challenge, we can help 

Insight Hybrid Cloud solutions are designed to reduce the complexity and overheads of traditional IT models - supporting you to adapt  

quickly to business changes and opportunities, embrace new technologies and reduce cost.


